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NOMINATION AND APPLICATION DEADLINES

Fall semester and full academic year: April 15th
Spring semester: October 1st

Nominations
To be sent by EMAIL to international.polytech@univ-orleans.fr

Online application form:

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

A B2 level in the teaching language is highly recommended.

COURSES

The course syllabus is available upon request at international.polytech@univ-orleans.fr
Please note that Smart Building, Production, PEIP, mundus and AESM programmes are not available to exchange students.
Courses are taught in French. A list of English courses taught at the master level is available upon request.

Exchange students can work on a Personal Project and can be supervised in French or in English. The subject of the Project must be defined in advance on a Learning Agreement by the student and his academic coordinators:

- POLUP05 - 5 ECTS
- POLUP10 - 10 ECTS
- POLUP15 - 15 ECTS
- POLUP20 - 20 ECTS
- POLUP30 - 30 ECTS

French courses taught at the French Institute can be added on the LA

Students must pick up courses from the same department, same option and same level to prevent courses from overlapping.

Attendance to all courses is compulsory with the continuous examination all through the semester.

Tuition Fees

Students coming from a partner institution do not pay any tuition fees for the courses attended at Polytech Orleans.

A fee of 65€ / semester will have to be paid to the French Institute if French courses are added to the learning agreement.

Accommodation

Once students receive their letter of acceptance from Polytech Orleans International Relations Office:

- They must fill out a compulsory online preregistration form on the University of Orleans website. The link to the preregistration form is provided in the admission letter.
- They must make a reservation for an accommodation. Accommodation is not guaranteed, housing allocation is on the basis of "first arrived, first served" after reception at the accommodation office of all the required documents listed on the website.

ESN - Erasmus Student Network

All of our incoming students on campus are invited to join ESN to adapt and integrate better in their new environment and to participate in the different social and cultural activities organized by the student club.

The Welcome Center and Welcome Guide

Compulsory orientation weeks before the beginning of each semester: end of August, beginning of January

International officers will support the incoming students with their registration to the courses and other administrative tasks.

Practical information can be found in the UO welcome guide:

https://fr.calameo.com/read/005608029fcec107fe658